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FINALLY, GET DLP 
TO ACTUALLY WORK!
Your Company’s Data is Complex; Knowing What to Protect Doesn’t Have to Be.
Once your data is well known, your existing data protection controls
can be optimized to prevent your next breach. The Nx Platform makes
it simple by providing a complete inventory of all your data so you
know what critical data you have, where its located and if its at risk. 

PREVENTING YOUR NEXT BREACH
You rely upon DLP/CASB, need-to-know access, and insider threat
controls to prevent breaches, but they continue to happen. Why?
These controls are only as good as their rules. Nx delivers the missing
business insights you need to define the right rules to fix false alarms,
contain critical data and finally have confidence that DLP is working.

Nx not only tells you what critical data you have, where it’s stored, who
has access and if it is being protected— it also helps orchestrate how to
best remediate data that is at risk. You can now optimize your controls
so that they only respond to real risks and do it with less resources and
in shorter time.

KEY BENEFITS
Identify At Risk Data
See risk indicators before
the breach happens
Collaborate with Business
to Define Blocking Rules
Team with data owners
to capture critical data
attributes and authorized
data flows to avoid
business disruptions
Reduce False Alerts
Optimize effectiveness of
DLP/CASB, need-to-know
access, and insider threat
controls
Contain Critical Data
Once data protection
controls have the right
rules, these controls
actually work
Continuous Compliance
Proactively monitor data
risks to respond with
confidence

One of our top priorities is complete data protection. With Nx,
we’re able to better protect our “crown jewels” and know if
it’s at risk before we lose control.
- EVP of Technology, Leading Telematics Company

LEARN MORE AT NVISIONX.AI

FIND YOUR JEWELS

OPTIMIZE YOUR CONTROL

REMAIN CONFIDENT

Nx connects to and analyzes all
of your enterprise data, scouring
databases, silos, and cloud services.
Nx’s unique data analytics and
capabilities empower teams to work
together to rapidly separate the
jewels from the junk.

Y ou’ve already invested in these
controls, but you know they are
not reducing risks. By leveraging
new business insights, Nx finally
enables you to reliably configure DLP
rules for controlling data without
disrupting business operations. 

Data and cyber risks change every
minute, so your rules need to remain
current. Nx delivers continuous
monitoring of your data and its
controls effectiveness so the rule can
be tuned as needed.

CONFIRM DATA PROTECTION
CONTROLS EFFECTIVENESS

ORCHESTRATE CONTROLS FOR
TIMELY REMEDIATION PLANS

Nx Platform fuses business data with cyber
controls to provide a complete and accurate
view of your critical data and its controls
effectiveness through interactive dashboards
with drill down analysis.

Nx compares actual configurations and
user practices against policies & standards
to identify controls or user behaviorial
anomalies, risk levels and ownership.

DETECT DATA RISK INDICATORS IN
ADVANCE OF A BREACH

CONTINUOUS COMPLIANCE
MONITORING & ALERTS

As high data risk incidents are detected and
confirmed, Nx’s workflow automation assists
in coordinating efficient risk remediation.

Nx’s continuous monitoring, alerts and
business rule tuning capabilities enable you to
proactively manage data risk and compliance.

We’ve had DLP for years but could never get the rules right to ever put into blocking mode. With
Nx, we were able to work with the physicians and administrators to reliably contain critical data
for the first time ever! The product vendors couldn’t get their own controls to work this well...
- Hospital CISO

Nx fuses business data analytics and cyber intel to empower you to gain control of your
critical data and optimize the effectiveness of your data protection controls. We provide
you the cyber intel needed to be a proactive data defender and prevent your next breach.

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY
NVISIONX.AI/DEMO
Protect the Jewels.
Purge the Junk.

